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Word links

Grade 5 Vocabulary Worksheet

Link the words.

1. dive eful

2. par ple

3. erra ern

4. recogn nds

5. spec rse

6. west ition

7. bu icate

8. grac tator

9. dim don

10. certif lge

1. Of different kinds or sorts.

2. Forgiveness for a small disturbance.

3. A quick trip taken for a particular 

purpose.

4. The act of realizing that one knows 

someone or something.

5. One that watches or observes.

6. In, to, from, or having to do with the 

west.

7. A rounded or swollen part caused by 

pressure from below or within.

8. Marked by grace or beauty of 

movement or manner.

9. A small natural dent or hollow that 

forms in the cheeks during a smile.

10. A statement on paper that shows or 

proves that certain facts are true.
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